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Abstract
In the GCC countries, date-palm sector is strategically important for the economic, social and environmental
development. Therefore, markets globalization has had a huge impact on the comparative advantages of date
exports from the GCC countries, highlighting a new range of necessary determinants for competitiveness of
these countries on the international date palm date market. The current study is conducted in the framework of
the “Development of sustainable date palm production systems in the GCC countries of the Arabian Peninsula”
project funded by the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) and led by the International Center for Agricultural
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), and aims to provide updated estimates of competitiveness indicators of
the GCC countries on the international market of date palm.
The study starts by a summary description of updated figures concerning date’s production, yields, and
consumption trends of the different GCC countries. This first part of the research paper also includes a
presentation of the date trade matrix (destinations of exports and imports) of the considered countries. In a
second part of this section, a set of competitiveness indicators were calculated to better reflect on the date trade
balances performances of each of the GCC countries. The measures of competitiveness indicators conducted in
this paper include: i) the Market Share (MS); ii) the Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA); and iii) the Trade
Balance Index (TBI). The Market share indicator was used to identify size advantages and the degree of
specialization of a given country on the international market of a given commodity. The RCA has been defined
as a measure of performance of international trade competitiveness of a given country for a given commodity.
The TBI is used to analyze whether a country has specialization in export (as net-exporter) or in import (as
net-importer) for a specific group of products. Data from both FAOSTAT and UN COMTRADE sources was
used for the calculation of these indicators. Empirical findings show that GCC and North African countries are
holding more than 70% of the international market of dates. The sum of market shares of the 6 GCC countries
was about 30% of the international date market during 2015. This is showing that these countries together have
strong potential for dominating the international date market. In terms of growth, it was clear that all GCC
countries, including the least present on the international market are progressing quite positively with increasing
shares from one year to another. In terms of RCA, the highest RCA value was recorded for Saudi Arabia (KSA).
It was for about 43.5 in 2013, indicating that the country date export share for 2013 is 43.5% higher than its
share in total world export of agricultural goods. Finally, TBI results show the existence of structural differences
between KSA and UAE in terms of dates export and import patterns. These two countries are both the main
players in date export in the GCC area. However, even though UAE is a net exporter of date palm, which its TBI
is much lower than the TBI of KSA, showing that UAE is also importing a higher proportion of its exported
dates compared to KSA. The date trade patterns among the GCC countries shows that there is a wide scope of
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coordination between the different trade strategies of these countries, through specialization and division of tasks.
This can generate important opportunities for gaining more weight on the world market of dates.
Keywords: competitive advantages, competitiveness indices, market share, revealed comparative advantage,
trade balance index, dates marketing, Gulf cooperation council (GCC)
1. Introduction and Background
Date palm production is a strategic sector in most of the GCC countries. The sector is one of the oldest economic
activity in the Arabian Peninsula and continue to play a key role in the culture of its population. In addition to the
importance of dates for domestic consumption, the date sector is considered also as potential source of
employment, income generation, and trade in many of these countries. The date fruit, known for its nutritive as
well as spiritual value, is marketed all over the world under different forms (fresh fruits, or high value
confectionery). In the very arid areas, date fruit remains as an important source of subsistence and resilience for
local communities.
The share of the GCC countries in the total world export value was about 25% in 2013 (FAO, 2013). The largest
exporting countries of date on the international market are Tunisia, Algeria, Egypt, KSA, and United Arab
Emirates (UAE). The high competitiveness on the international market of dates involves developing analytical
reflections and studies on sources of competitiveness as well as its indicators, which can serve to set targets,
objectives, and trade strategies. This competitiveness analysis and performances assessment of the GCC
countries on the international market of dates is the purpose of this study.
In the littertaure there is no unique definition of the concept of competitiveness. Several approaches to
competitiveness have produced different definitions. The concept is indeed very general and multifaceted and
has a multidimensional nature linked to the optimal use of resources and geared for capturing development
perspectives (Biggeri, 2007). With the increased globalization of the economy, the term competitiveness has
become ubiquitous. The World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report defines competitiveness as
“the set of institutions, policies, and factors that determine the level of productivity of a country.” An earlier
definition by Michael Porter (1990) of the competitiveness of national (and regional) economic sectors and
clusters of firms (at meso-level) refers to the competitiveness as the “ability of firms to achieve sustainable
success against their competitors in other countries, regions or clusters”. This is different from the definition of
firms’ competitiveness which is rather related to the “ability to provide products and services more effectively
and efficiently than relevant competitors and to generate, at the same time, returns on investment for
stakeholders (Porter, 1990).
Lachaal (2001) provides a comprehensive assessment of what can be considered as determinants of
competitiveness (Figure 1). These include national (natural resources endowment, level of technology use,
productivity of production within the cluster of firms for a given sector, scale economies, transport and
marketing costs, etc.) and international (exchange rate, world market conditions, international transport costs,
distance of countries from their relevant potential markets) determinants.
Biggeri (2007) considers that measures of competitiveness at economic sector level include the overall
profitability of one nation’s firms in the sector, the trade balance in the industry, the balance of outbound and
inbound foreign direct investment, and direct measures of cost and quality at industry level. In line with this
statement, Lachaal (2001) states that measures of the competitiveness may include different types of indicators
such as: (i) measures related to the production costs (comparative advantages/relative costs/absolute costs, etc);
(ii) measures related to the factor productivity, and (iii) measures of trade performances.
In this research paper, we calculate and discuss a set of trade performance indicators for the GCC countries
operating on the international date market. Thus, the aim of this study is analyze the trade performances of GCC
countries on the international market of dates. A list of performance indicators will be measured and reported.
These include: i) the market share of a given country on the world export market of date palm, ii) the revealed
comparative advantage, and iii) the trade balance index. The assessment and comparison of these indicators
among the GCC countries, as well as with other major international competitors would provide insights that can
be used for setting improved trade strategies and market opportunities.
2. Literature Review
Analyzing competitive advantage of agricultural trade for given countries at the word market has become more
and more relevant over the past decades. Such relevance is mainly induced by the increasing importance of
global trade and the need to enhance both structural and price competitiveness for countries to be able to better
integrate international markets and draw economic advantages from trade operations. For the GCC countries, the
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importance of trade competitiveness studies is reflected by a variety of research carried out in these countries,
with particular applications to KSA and UAE.
Liu (2004) studied the marketing potential of dates in the European Union (EU) market. This study aims to
evaluate the potential of several traditional and non-traditional date varieties in the EU market. Results from this
research suggest the existence of a room to increase dates imports in the EU, but with high standards of quality,
and therefore traceability of the dates needs to be met. Results also indicated that Medjool variety has attracted
major interest in the United Kingdom and France and fetched high prices, and consequently a good market
prospects for this variety accompanied with some challenges such as logistical constraints due to the low supply
volume and retailer reluctances. In opposite, potential markets for Hayani and Bahri varieties seems to be
limited to small ethnic communities. In another study, Kahtani (2007) focused on the comparison between
specific outlets and varieties of dates in Riyadh region. Variance analysis showed a high variability of marketing
margins of date’s varieties such as Al Hulawa, Al Sukkari and a rather stable market attributes of Al Sukkari
variety. Empirical findings from this study also indicate that the production of dates has increased in the last five
years and opened avenues for domestic and foreign marketing channels. In addition, demand of dates will
further increase with the growing population.
Mahmoudi et al. (2008) examined the potential benefits and challenges of processing, marketing and pest
controls, associated with organic date palm production. Their findings suggest that some of these challenges,
including marketing capacities and markets penetration, will be persistent for the dates palm sector. In a country
market study of KSA, Rensburg & Letswalo (2010) analyzed the trade flows between KSA and South Africa.
The method used was based on the Trade Potential Index (TPI). Their study indicated that major South Africa
imports from KSA were dates. The study also indicated wide opportunities from deepening trade between both
countries.
Al Shreed et al. (2012) analyzed the status of KSA dates in the global markets and their potential for exports.
Their methodological framework was based on calculating the average price of dates for each of the groups of
importing and exporting countries. Results identified potential strengths of KSA date palm sector that could be
used either individually or collectively to strengthen the exports of dates from the KSA to each of the date
importing groups of countries (Group 1: European Union, North America, Australia and New Zealand; Group 2:
Eastern Europe, Turkey and Russia; Group 3: the Gulf countries in the Middle-East; Group 4: the Arab States;
Group 5: South Asia). This study also identified the potential market opportunities that can be seized under each
of these markets. El Habba & Mulhim (2013) analyzed the potential exports of KSA dates to the international
market. Although, KSA is considered as a major date producing country in the GCC with clear revealed
comparative advantage, the study considers its exported volume to be still weak. Authors suggest to enhance
promotion campaigns in relevant international markets after establishing solid markets standards and applying
the needed requirements of potentially relevant markets.
To go more in depth, Rashidi (2013) examined the motivation factors influencing date’s exports as well as
export perception by small and medium enterprises (SMEs) of the KSA. Empirical findings of this study suggest
that external exporting motivations, lower risk, and higher commitment to export are the main motivation factors
for enhancing the KSA SMEs involvement in dates export. More recently, Abdel Gawad et al. (2014) conducted
a study in KSA with the aim to analyze production and marketing of dates in the local market, and to study
general trends of date exports to the world markets. A special emphasis was given to the geographic distribution
of dates exporting and the competitive position including the key determinants of competitive advantage in the
world market. Authors used multi- regression model based on Porter’s diamond to determine and test factors
affecting the competitiveness of KSA dates such structural conditions, demand conditions, related and
supporting industries, and company strategy, among others. Empirical findings from this study suggest that all
factors mentioned above are key determinants and their signs and the magnitude of their statistical significance
was different from expectations. In fact, the quantity of date production in KSA was negatively correlated with
the value of export of dates in the country. Authors explain this result by the facts that consumption of dates in
domestic market is high and is able to absorb the high quality dates, which is needed for the good penetration of
external markets. Based on such results, this research suggests more studies are needed for related and
supporting industries of dates in KSA, in addition to give more attention to the quality of dates, packaging and
selling prices for the KSA exporting dates. As it is shown through this review, most of the
competitiveness-related studies of the date palm sector in the GCC countries are focusing on KSA as being a
major producer and exporter of the region. In our current study, we will rather adopt a more comprehensive
approach by considering 6 GCC countries and by further looking at the intra trade flows among these countries.
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3. Methodological Framework
Competitiveness is a complex concept which embed different indicators and involves different methods for their
calculation. The competitiveness of a given sector (or subsector) can be analyzed from several perspectives (Han
et al. 2009). The focus of this paper was about the competitiveness of the date subsector in the GCC countries.
After a quick overview of the trends of different production and trade aggregates, the paper provides a
calculation of a list of indicators which are widely used in competitiveness studies. The set of chosen indicators
includes the Market Share (MS), Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA), and the Trade Balance Index (TBI).
3.1 Market Share (MS)
The Market share indicator is used to identify size advantages and the degree of specialization of a given country
on the international market of a given commodity (Han et al., 2009). It is expressed as the percentage of the total
available market of commodity i (market segment) which captured by a country j. MS is calculated as shown in
the following equation.
⁄

=
Where

is the export of commodity i of country j; and

is the world export of commodity i.

3.2 Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)
The RCA has been defined by Balassa (1979) as a measure of international trade competitiveness of a given
country for a given commodity. It is calculated as being a ratio of the export share of commodity j of a country I,
compared to his total exportations (all sectors/commodities included), by the world export share of the same
commodity compared to total world export (all sectors/commodities included). The RCA can be calculated as by
the following equation.
∑
=

∑

∑ ∑

Where, X is the export of commodity i by country j; ∑
are total exports of country j; ∑
are total world
exports of commodity i; and ∑ ∑
are the total world exports. If RCA > 1, then a comparative advantage is
revealed; if RCA < 1 then a comparative disadvantage of the respective country is revealed.
3.3 Trade Balance Index (TBI)
Trade balance index (TBI). It is employed to analyze whether a country has specialization in export (as
net-exporter) or in import (as net-importer) for a specific group of products. TBI was used as one of the crucial
variables for analyzing the catching-up economies comparative advantage. The TBI value indicates a qualitative
structure of product export and import and trade flows. It is formulated as follows:
=

−

+

Where Xij and Mij represent exports and imports, respectively, of country i for product j.
The TBI value varies between –100 (if a country only imports) and 100 (if a country only exports). Any value
within –1 and +1 implies that the country exports and imports a commodity simultaneously. A country is referred
to as “net importer” in a specific group of product where the value of TBI is negative and as “net exporter where
the value of TBI is positive.
3.4 Source of Data
UN COMTRADE (Note 1) and FAO (Note 2) annual time series (from 1961 to 2011) of all national aggregates
including average yield, total country production, consumption, export, and import are the primary source of data
used in this research. Data from both sources was continuously cross checked in order to be sure of its reliability.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Production and Consumption Trends, and Patterns of Date Palm in the GCC Countries
The results displayed in Table 1 show that date palm areas, production and yield are progressing quit differently
among the GCC countries. KSA, Oman, and UAE have the highest harvested areas in 2014 with respectively
107 281 ha; 36 255 ha and 28 485 ha. While this area was stable in Oman during the last two decades (from
35508 ha in 2000 to 36255 ha in 2014), it has rather been decreasing in both KSA (from 142450 ha in 2000 to
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107281 haa in 2014) andd UAE (from 1185330 ha in 22000 to 284855 ha in 2014). This decrease was the highe
est in
UAE with more than 80%
% between 2000 and 2014.
Table 1. D
Date areas, prodduction and yield of the GCC
C countries
GCC Counttries
Bahrain

Items
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
Kuwait
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
Oman
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
Qatar
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
Saudi Arabiia
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
United Arab
b Emirates
Area harvestedd
Production
Yield
Source: FAO
OSTAT (several years).

Unitss
ha
tons
kg/haa
ha
tons
kg/haa
ha
tons
kg/haa
ha
tons
kg/haa
ha
tons
kg/haa
ha
tons
kg/haa

20000
823
165008
2005583
13500
101555
752222
355008
2800030
788664
1931
161116
834559
1424450
7348844
515886
1853330
7576601
408778

20055
14000
120000
85714
20000
158000
790000
31353
247331
78887
14444
198444
1374424
150744
9704488
64380
185330
7576601
40878

2010
1588
124722
785277
5089
325611
639777
313533
2764005
881599
2469
214911
870433
155118
9915446
639222
1974000
8253000
418099

2014
3195
11164
34937
8931
115213
3
129004
4
36255
328392
2
90578
2290
27482
120009
9
107281
1
766800
0
71476
28485
255182
2
89586

Harvested areas in Bahrrain, Kuwait annd Qatar are sstill very limiteed with respecctive values off 3195 ha; 8931 ha;
and 2290 ha during 2014. However, harvested areeas in these thhree countriess have been qquickly progressing
during thee last two deccade with an aaverage annuaal increase of about 20%, 440%, and 1.388% in respecttively
Bahrain, K
Kuwait, & Qataar (Table 1).

Figure 1. Avverage yield of dates in GCC
C countries callculated over thhe period 20000-2014
uwait
The highest average yieelds (calculatedd over the perriod 2000-20144) are recordeed in Qatar, Baahrain, and Ku
est in
with respeectively 112006 Kg/ha; 869550 kg/ha; and 885173 Kg/ha ((see figure 1). Average yieldds are the lowe
Saudi Araabia and UAE,, with respectiively 63105 K
Kg/ha and 490001 kg/ha in booth countries. These yield values
combined to the statisticcs on harvestedd areas makes Saudi Arabiaa the first produucer of dates iin the GCC region,
with an avverage annual production (N
Note 3) of 933 899 tons per yyear, followedd by UAE prodducing and ave
erage
of 623 9000 tons per yearr. More insightt about the prooduction levelss (total domesttic production quantities) of dates
and their hhistorical trendds, including annnual growth rrates are givenn in the Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Production trrends of dates iin GCC countrries
mption per cappita is the highhest in Oman with
w a
In terms of consumptionn, the FAO figuures show thatt Dates consum
wever,
value of 668 Kg/capita/yyear, followed by Saudi Araabia with a vallue of 34 Kg/ccapita/year (Fiigure 3). How
consumptiion statistics onn Qatar, and B
Bahrain are nott available. Thhe trends of dattes consumptioon per capita in the
consideredd countries is shown
s
to be deecreasing durinng the period 22000 to 2013.

Figuure 3. Trend oof date consum
mption per capitta, year (in Kgg), 2013 data
Part of daate productionn is also used as feed in soome countries. This practice is not only observed in GCC
countries, but is also freqquent in other North Africann countries such as Tunisia. A
Another part off date productiion is
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wasted. Fiigure 4 shows some figurees of dates quuantities used as feed and wasted in thee considered GCC
countries. It shows that up to 38% off the dates prodduction was seerved to animaals as feed in UAE during 2013.
2
For Oman and Tunisia, this
t figure is vvariable betweeen 4% and 15%
%, among yearrs. The volumee of wasted dates is
also imporrtant in the coonsidered counntries. The low
west wasted peercentage (of pproduction) iss recorded in Saudi
S
Arabia (1%
%), while a higghest rate of 133% is recordedd in Kuwait.

Figgure 4. Quantiities and percenntages of wastted dates and ddates used as feeed for selecteed countries
4.2 Date P
Palm Trade Maatrix of the GC
CC Countries
The trade matrix of datees for the GCC
C countries is rrepresented thrrough a list of exported quanntities from each of
these counntries to differeent destinationns in the worldd. However, duue to the high number of deestinations, we only
summarizeed in Table 2 the
t number off countries to w
which each of the respective GCC countriees are exportin
ng to.
We also addded the exporrted quantities of dates and ttheir respectivee value, for eaach GCC counttry. Results in table
2 shows thhat KAS and UAE
U
are the m
most active in terms of markket diversificaation expressedd by the numb
ber of
countries tto which they are exporting dates. In 2015, UAE was eexporting to 1003 countries, w
while Saudi Arabia
was exporrting to 66 counntries. Qatar aand Oman are aalso exportingg to high numbber of countriess, with respecttively
62 and 28 export destinaations.
Table 2. N
Number of datees exporting m
markets for eachh of the GCC ccountries
2012
Numberr
countriees

20015
of

Exported
quan
ntities
(Ton
ns)
58144.9
43.8
363.9
n.a
642999.0
3040090.5

Vallue
of
exp
port (1000
US
S$)
77445.6
33.1
3377.7
n.a
748859.5
1299177.2

N
Number
coountries

of

Exported
quantities (Ton
ns)

xport
Value of ex
(1000 US$))

Oman
23
28
9141.6
11981.5
Bahrain
2
4
10.0
16.5
18
Kuwait
19
564.4
397.2
622
Qatar
n.a
534.8
351.4
Saudi Arab
120358.0
136263.6
bia
60
66
UAE
1003
309782.1
171897.1
98
Note. n.a: nott available.
Source: UN C
COMTRADE dattabase; (na: not avvailable). Number of countries show
ws the number of countries to which each of the resp
pective
GCC countries is exporting daates; Exported quaantities are expresssed in Tons; Valuee of export is expreessed in 1000 US$$.
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In additionn to the figurees in table 2, w
we wanted to sstress the intennsity of date eexchange, partticularly among the
GCC counntries (Figure 5).
5 Figures shoow again that KSA and UAE
E are the mostt active in term
ms of export on the
GCC markket, with high and growing eexport values tto the differennt GCC countriies. On the GC
CC market, UA
AE is
mostly exxporting to Om
man, followedd by KSA andd Qatar. Whille Saudi Arabbia is mostly exporting to UAE
followed bby Kuwait andd Qatar. Most of the Omanii dates is also exported in thhe destinationn of UAE, whiich is
showing thhat UAE is thhe first exporteer and importeer partner of O
Oman. This cann be due to diifferent consum
mers’
preferencees for dates in both countriees and/or to different perform
mances of dates processing companies in both
countries.

U: Saudi Arabia;
Figure 55. Export tradee of dates amonng the GCC coountries (UAE: United Arab Emirates, SAU
OM
MN: Oman; andd KWT: Kuwaait) (Source: CO
OMTRADE U
UN database)
4.3 Trade P
Performances of Dates: Ressults of Indicattors Calculatioons
Market shaare indicator (MSI)
(
This sectioon considers thhe GCC share in world exporrt market of daates (trade betw
ween and beyoond GCC economic
area), andd compares thiis share with the main com
mpetitors. The analysis show
ws that GCC and North Affrican
countries aare holding more
m
than 70%
% of the internaational markett of dates. Figgure 6 shows hhow this mark
ket is
shared am
mong the GCC countries andd their direct coompetitors froom North Africca, such as Tuunisia, Algeria, and
Egypt. In addition to Isrrael, who connstantly holds aaround 10% oof the internatiional market oof dates, Tunissia is
dominatingg in terms of market share, with an average value of aaround 25% oover the last decade. Algeria
a and
Egypt are simultaneouslyy holding arouund 4.2% and 33.8% of the maarket (Figure 66).
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Figure 66. Market sharre of selected ddates exportingg countries, inccluding GCC ccountries and ttheir competito
ors
CC countries w
was about 30%
% of the internnational date m
market during 2015.
2
The sum oof market sharres of the 6 GC
This is shoowing that theese countries ttogether have strong potential for dominatting the dates market (Figurre 6).
This total share was connstantly progressing during thhe last decade,, from a total vvalue of 22.98%
% in 2005 to 30.49%
3
in 2015. T
This progress esspecially referrs to the rapid iincrease of KS
SA, UAE, and Oman market shares as show
wn in
Figure 7.

G
market sshare (sum of B
Bahrain, Kuwaait, Oman, Qattar, Saudi Arabbia, and Emirates)
Figure 7.. Trend of the GCC
during the lasst decade (2005-2015)
Figure 8 iss providing thee values of maarket shares sepparately for the GCC countriies. The reasonn is that the market
shares of B
Bahrain, Kuwaait, and Qatar are much smaaller than thesee of Oman, UA
AE, and KSA, in such a way
y that
the presenntation of all figures
f
togetheer might hide tthe small sharres (values) off the least impportant countriies in
terms of m
market share. In
I terms of proogress, it is cleear that all GC
CC countries, iincluding the lleast present on the
internationnal market aree progressing qquite positivelly with increaasing shares frrom one year to another. Th
his is
especially true for Qataar and Kuwaitt. Oman, KSA
A, and UAE, also have the same trend w
with market sh
hares
increasing respectively from
f
0.34%, 8..65%, and 13.997% in 2005 too 1.14%, 12.955%, and 16.33% in 2015.
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Figuure 8. Market sshare of GCC ccountries on thhe internationaal date market
ntries,
Based on tthese findings,, it is clear thaat coordinationn between the ddifferent tradee strategies of tthe GCC coun
through sppecialization annd division of tasks, can gennerate importannt opportunitiees for gaining m
more weight on the
world marrket of dates. Dates
D
produceers and produccers organizations in major G
GCC countriess, for instance
e, can
interact reegularly withh dates proceessing and paackaging mannufactories annd learn abouut exigencies and
requiremennts on differeent markets. P
Processing mannufacturers caan also develoop strong inteeractions with date
producer’ss organization to ensure thee alignment off production pprocedures witth specific intternational ma
arkets
standards and norms. Thhis type of intteractions amoong the professsional organizzations within the GCC coun
ntries
can be muutually advanttageous and seelf-reinforcingg, but will nott happen withoout effective ccoordination at
a the
policy makking levels.
“Revealedd Comparative Advantage” oof dates for thee GCC countries (RCA)
The reveaaled comparatiive advantage is an index uused in international econom
mics for calcuulating the rellative
advantage or disadvantage of a certainn country in a ccertain class off goods or servvices as evidennced by trade flows.
f
It is basedd on the Ricarrdian comparaative advantage concept, witth the assumpption that com
mmodity pattern
ns of
trade reflects inter-counttry differences in relative cossts as well as in non-price faactors.
mportance of daate relative to other agriculttural exports. Thus,
T
The higherr the RCA inddex value, the greater the im
an RCA inndex of 43.5 for
f KSA in 20013, would inddicate that the country datess export share for 2013 is 43.5%
higher thann its share in tootal world expport of agriculttural goods.
Table 3. R
Revealed comparative advanttage of date traade for the GCC countries annd their compeetitors
Countries
2002
2005
DZA-Algerria
672.79
384.066
BHR – Bah
hrain
1.51
0.37
ISR – Israeel
32.04
60.66
JOR – Jord
dan
4.97
6.30
4.09
na
KWT – Ku
uwait
OMN – Om
man
9.71
5.39
1.48
3.17
QAT – Qattar
104.68
45.11
SAU – Saud
di Arabia
na
37.54
UAE – Emiirates
463.26
199.433
TUN – Tun
nisia
7.23
EGY – Egyypt
4.02
Note. n.a: nott available.
Source: Calculations from UN
N COMTRADE daataset (several yeaars).

20007
4366.61
0.994
44.62
6.883
0.773
22.67
2.994
31.67
40.35
2277.93
3.443

2010
318.33
0.36
54.06
7.71
1.71
17.29
na
47.13
na
323.80
14.67

2013
110.97
0.06
78.38
7.08
1.04
12.98
na
43.51
45.10
228.73
10.19

Results off the RCA callculation, show
wn in table 3 are very closee the RCA paatterns identifieed by El-Habb
ba &
Al-Mulhim
m (2013), withh Kuwait and B
Bahrain havingg no RCA durinng the study pperiod, and KSA
A and UAE ha
aving
the highesst comparative advantages am
mong the GCC
C countries. Among competiitors, Tunisia aand Algeria arre the
countries w
with the highesst RCA in term
ms of date trade.
In this stuudy, we also used both FAO
OSTAT and UN
N COMTRAD
DE data bases as some smalll differences exists
e
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among botth in terms of quantities andd values of datte traded. Resuults in Table 3 below were ccomputed from
m UN
COMTRA
ADE data, while the results sshowing the trrends of RCA in each of thee GCC countriies were calcu
ulated
from FAO
OSTAT data (Fiigure 9). Resullts from both ddata sources arre converging aand confirming the RCA pattterns
also identiified by other studies
s
such ass El-Habba & A
Al-Mulhim (20013).

Figure 9. Trend of the Revealed
R
compparative advanntage of date trrade for the connsidered GCC
C countries (forr the
periood 2000-2013)
Source: Calculations from FAO
O dataset.

Results off “Trade Balance Index” (TB
BI)
The trade balance indeex is an indiccator of countries specializzation in eitheer export or iimport of a given
g
commodityy. As argued in
i section 3.3, any TBI valuue comprised bbetween -1 andd +1 indicates that the counttry is
both impoorting and expoorting date onn the internatioonal market. N
Negative values of TBI (as hhighlighted in table
10), refer tto countries whhich are net im
mporters while positive valuees refer to net eexporter counttries.
Table 4 shhows the existeence of structuural differencess between KSA
A and UAE in terms of datess export and im
mport
patterns. T
These two couuntries are bothh the main plaayers in date export in the G
GCC area. How
wever, even though
UAE is a nnet exporter off dates, its TBII is much loweer than the TB
BI of KSA, shoowing that UA
AE is also impo
orting
a higher prroportion of its exported dattes compared tto KSA. KSA iis a net exportter with very liimited quantitiies of
date imporrtation. Most of
o its date expoort is essentiallly driven by doomestic producction.
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Table 4. Trade Balance Index of dates for the GCC countries and their competitors
Countries
2001
2005
2008
2010
DZA-Algeria
1
1
1
1
BHR – Bahrain
-0.83
-0.95
-0.67
-0.90
ISR – Israel
1
1
1
1
JOR – Jordan
-0.72
-0.50
-0.40
-0.41
KWT – Kuwait
-1.00
-0.99
-0.95
OMN – Oman
0.98
-0.32
-0.60
-0.18
QAT – Qatar
-1
-0.95
-1
-1
SAU – Saudi Arabia
1
0.90
0.83
0.96
UAE – Emirates
0.17
0.05
TUN – Tunisia
1
1
1
0.99
EGY – Egypt
-0.04
0.77
0.55
0.84
Note. Positive values indicate that the country is a net exporter. Negative values indicate the country is a net importer.

2013
1
-0.97
1
-0.44
-0.91
0.01
-1
0.95
0.14
0.99
0.68

In 2013, Bahrain, Kuwait, and Qatar were recorded as net importers of date, with most of their domestic
consumption coming from importations. In 2013, the TBI values for these countries were respectively about
-0.97, -0.91, and -1.
5. Concluding Remarks and Implications
The present study was mainly focusing on analyzing the trade performances of GCC countries on the
international market of dates. A list of performance indicators, including the Market shares, revealed comparative
advantage, and trade balance index, have been be measured. The assessment and comparison of these indicators
among the considered countries can be used for setting improved trade strategies and access to more valuable
market opportunities.
Results of our analysis have shown the market share of the six GCC countries considered was about 30% of the
international date market during 2015. The findings implies that GCC countries together have strong potential
for dominating the international date market. In terms of RCA, the highest RCA value was recorded for KSA,
showing that the country dates export share for 2013 is 43.5% higher than its share in total world export of
agricultural goods. Moreover, KSA had a positive trade balance, showing that this country is the only net
exporter of date in the region. Despite the high RCA indicators of UAE, its TBI was lower than KSA showing
that UAE is also importing a higher proportion of its exported dates.
The date trade patterns among the GCC countries shows the existence of a wide scope of coordination between
the different trade strategies of these countries, through specialization and division of tasks. This can generate
important opportunities for gaining more weight on the world market of dates. Dates producers and producers
organizations in major GCC countries, for instance, can interact regularly with dates processing and packaging
manufactories and learn about exigencies and requirements on different markets. Processing manufacturers can
also develop strong interactions with date producers’ organizations to ensure the alignment of production
procedures with specific international markets standards and norms.
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